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 SIMPLE GOOD PRACTICES  
(By:  Master John Ding; Tai Chi and Alternative Health, issue #57) 

 
 
To improve your Tai Chi Chuan, your first step is to ensure that you have a good teacher who can explain 
and demonstrate different and higher aspects of Tai Chi Chuan. You must keep practicing and working to 
refine your Tai Chi and get your teacher to check you periodically, to ensure you are going in the right 
direction. The mind, body and spirit should always be working in harmony and ultimately be one with each 
other. Good Tai Chi takes time to develop and mature. 
 
 
Here are some simple good practices to get you started on the right track in helping you improve your Tai 
Chi Chuan. 
 

MIND 
- Relax and quiet the mind to reduce chattering.  

You can use breathing to reduce the chattering of the mind i.e. focusing on your breathing, breathe 
slowly and count each breath (in and out as one). It usually takes 6 to 8 breaths a minute. Once you 
have achieved this, you could then use your eyes to focus at the furthest point that you can see and 
place your intent at the Tan Tien point, which is three fingers below your navel. Ensure that you 
breathe slowly with a consistent flow. 

 

BODY 
1. Head 
- Keep the head upright as if the head has been lifted by a string. Such action lifts the spirit. 
- Minimise any head and eye movements. 
- Smile a little – this will help to relax the facial muscles 
- Tuck the chin inwardly slightly 

 
2. Neck 
- Relax the neck muscles 

 
3. Shoulders 
- Must be balanced and in alignment 
- Shoulders must be relaxed sunken (by sinking the shoulder joints down). 
- The area around the shoulder blades should be rounded and extended. 

 
4. Chest 
- Hollow the chest slightly as if you are sighing. Such an action will also raise (bow) the back slightly. 

 
5. Breathing 
- Breathe slowly and in a continuous flow 
- Breathe in and out through the nose 

 
6. Upper limbs 
- The muscles in the upper arms should be relaxed and not tensed. 
- The elbows are slightly bent and not completely locked in or straightened 
- The elbows need to be weighted down 
- Any final arm positions should not cause the shoulder joints to lift (wasting energy) or cause the 

closing of the structure (blocking energy). 
- Wrists should be relaxed and flexible. 
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7. Trunk 
- The muscles in the trunk region should be relaxed at all times. 
- The body should be upright with a slight natural curve at the back brought about by the hollowing 

of the chest. 
- Sink the Chi to the Tan Tien point, which is about three fingers below the navel. 
- The abdominal region needs to be without tension. 
- The coccyx should be flexible and tucked inward naturally. This will help bring your buttocks down 

and inward. 
 

8. Waist 
- Waist should be loose and relaxed. 
- The hips should be squared in the direction of the posture 
- All movements must be directed by the waist. 

 
9. Lower limbs 
- Both legs need to be co-ordinated 
- The knees must be bent. If one has weak legs or a knee injury, one should keep the knee cap in line 

with the toes. Such regular practice will strengthen your knees and they will become stronger over 
time. Once your knees are stronger, and to get the full benefit and Chi circulation, the middle of 
the knee should be in line with the toes. 

- The knees should be rotated to spiral outwards. 
- The crotch (i.e. inner legs region) must be opened and rounded. 
- All foot work must be light and agile like a cat. 
- In all forward postures the initial weighting of the legs should be 70% on the front and 30% on the 

back. At a later stage the weighting should be 100% on the forward leg. 
 

10. Movements 
- When practicing Tai Chi Chuan, one should empty the thoughts and raise the head as if the crown 

of the head is pressed up against heaven (Such action will help to lift the spirit and enable a natural 
Chi flow). 

- All movements must be co-ordinated and in continuous flow. 
- Spirals must be applied in all Tai Chi movements. 
- The mind, body and spirit must be in harmony 
- Use Yi (i.e. intention) and not physical strength to carry out movements. 
- Clearly distinguish between substantial and insubstantial (weighting through the foot). 
- When you move the hands, you should not move the feet and vice-versa. 
 
 
By paying more attention to the above basic points and incorporating them in to your regular Tai Chi 
practice, you will see much improvement in your Tai Chi Chuan. Practicing the correct way will get you 
to your goal more easily and sooner. 
 
 
To gain access to the full benefits of using Tai Chi for health, healing or self-defence, all common 
mistakes need to be corrected. 
 
 

 

“Do not overdo or underdo. 
Yield to a curve, as well as follow an extension” 


